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JOB OFFER FOR IT GEEKS 

Start your career in IT as AUTOMATION SCRIPTS DEVELOPER and find out how the real software is made. 

About the job 

 Remote work, you can work from wherever you want 

 Students friendly part time job with flexible working hours 

 For graduate or student of min second year of Computer Science, Mathematics or related studies 

What you will do 

 developing of web based enterprise application 

 programming tests automation scripts 

 continuously raising your skills in the field of programming, test automation and used tools 

 drill-down issues and reporting bugs 

 cooperation with developers team, participating team meetings 

Our minimal requirements 

 C# .NET and Visual Studio environment 

 HTML+CSS 

 Object Oriented Programming 

 tester intuition and headstrong troubleshooter 

 analytical thinking 

 English in reading and writing (not necessarily in speaking) 

Skills that are welcome or… we'll teach you if needed 

 Selenium, NUnit, JMeter 

 tools improving web development FireBug, Fiddler or Web Developer 

 code debugging 

 version control systems like GIT 

 

To apply for this position please send your CV (PL or EN) to jobs@procurence.com 

 

For more information visit www.tinyurl.com/pnce-job or www.procurence.com 

Applications sent to us will be taken into consideration only if they include the following statement: 

“I hereby consent to Procurence using my personal data sent in the recruitment process and I understand and agree that Procurence is 

the personal data administrator. I agree that these data will be processed for the current and future needs of the recruitment purposes 

and stored for three years in the internal system of Procurence and that the provided data will not be shared with other recipients or 

transferred to a third country.” 
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